**Column adapters are compatible with multiple platforms and can be adjusted to each individual's Threat Assessment, Operational Environment, and Mission Load Requirements.**

**TYR Tactical® 2 Column, 3 Row PALS Adapter Flush**

- Flush Back
- Provides 2 columns of MOLLE across by 3 rows in height for larger items

**TYR-LW106A23F**

**Compatibility**
- PICO-PRO
- VENATOR®
- GPC
- PICO
- PICO-MV
- PICO-MV Female
- PICO-MW
- PICO-MW-DA
- PICO-DA
- PICO-DS
- PICO-AA
- PICO-AUSSIE

**NSN# at WWW.TYRTACTICAL.COM**